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O
rganic semiconductors have been
used in a variety of applications
including photodetectors,1 xero-

graphic photoreceptors,2 LED pixels in
displays,3,4 solid-state lighting elements,5

thin film photovoltaics,6 and chemosensors.7

Inmanyexamples of these technologies, host:
dopant molecular thin films are employed.
Since the solid-state molecular thin films are
van der Waals bonded, dipole�dipole inter-
actions between the host and dopant can
strongly affect the energy level structure of
constituent molecules, leading to the solva-
tion effect.8�11 This effect can be particularly
pronounced in blended molecular thin films.
The solvation effect is an electrostatic

phenomenon caused by dipolar interac-
tion between a solute (dopant) molecule
and solvent (host matrix) molecules upon
photoexcitation or emission. This interac-
tion simultaneously affects both excitonic

ground and excited states of the solute
molecules, modifying both the absorption
and emission spectra. As polarizability of the
solvent increases, the reaction electric field
from solvent reorientation during absorp-
tion and emission of the solute also in-
creases. For solute molecules with a large
transition dipole moment, this solvation
effect typically results in a bathochromic
(red) shift in the transition energy in more
polarizable solvent (Figure 1b). The solva-
tion effect has been extensively studied
through photoluminescence (PL) measure-
ments in the liquid state, with molecular lumi-
nophores dissolved in solvents of different
polarizability.8,9 These studies were followed
by reports of solvation in doped molecular
thin films, a phenomenon which has been
termed the solid-state solvation effect (SSSE),
as it exhibits the same quantifiable behavior as
the liquid-state solvation effect.10�13
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ABSTRACT Direct modification of exciton energy has been previously used to

optimize the operation of organic optoelectronic devices. One demonstrated

method for exciton energy modification is through the use of the solvent dielectric

effects in doped molecular films. To gain a deeper appreciation of the underlying

physical mechanisms, in this work we test the solid-state solvation effect in

molecular thin films under applied external pressure. We observe that external

mechanical pressure increases dipole�dipole interactions, leading to shifts in the

Frenkel exciton energy and enhancement of the time-resolved spectral red shift associated with the energy-transfer-mediated exciton diffusion.

Measurements are performed on host:dopant molecular thin films, which show bathochromic shifts in photoluminescence (PL) under increasing pressure.

This is in agreement with a simple solvation theory model of exciton energetics with a fitting parameter based on the mechanical properties of the host

matrix material. We measure no significant change in exciton lifetime with increasing pressure, consistent with unchanged aggregation in molecular films

under compression. However, we do observe an increase in exciton spectral thermalization rate for compressed molecular films, indicating enhanced

exciton diffusion for increased dipole�dipole interactions under pressure. The results highlight the contrast between molecular energy landscapes

obtained when dipole�dipole interactions are increased by the pressure technique versus the conventional dopant concentration variation methods, which

can lead to extraneous effects such as aggregation at higher doping concentrations. The present work demonstrates the use of pressure-probing techniques

in studying energy disorder and exciton dynamics in amorphous molecular thin films.
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Previous work on SSSE demonstrated tuning of the
emission wavelength of polar luminescent dopant mol-
ecules by varying their concentration in a nonemissive
host matrix.10 This study reported up to 75 nm tuning of
thepeakemissionwavelength throughdopingof the laser
dye 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(julolidin-4-ylvinyl)-
4H-pyran) (DCM2) in tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum
(Alq3) (Figure 1a) orN,N-diphenyl-N,N-bis(3-methylphenyl)-
1,1-biphenyl-4,4-diamine (TPD) host films.10 In addition
to the dopant concentration, additional factors such as
aggregation of the dopant molecules in host films
could also manifest and contribute to the observed
red shift in energy. Indeed, the efficiency of the PL
process typically decreases at higher dopant concen-
trations, as would be expected from aggregated lumi-
nophores. Attempting to isolate the SSSE from
luminophore aggregation, another study examined
the effect of varying the concentration of a polar
nonemissive co-dopant in a nonpolar hostmatrix while
keeping the dopant molecule concentration constant:
a 40 nm wavelength shift in peak PL was reported for
a series of samples with 0.005% doping of DCM2
molecules in a polystyrene (PS) matrix by varying
the doping levels of polar camphoric anhydride (CA)
co-dopant molecules, which affected the average
dielectric response of the matrix.11 In addition, the

liquid-state Onsager14 model and Ooshika�Lippert�
Mataga (OLM) solvation theory15�18 were applied to
solid-statemeasurements to showgood agreement for
co-doping experiments.11 However, due to the com-
plexity of a three-material co-doped system and pos-
sible errors introduced in sample-to-sample variation,
it is desirable to develop an alternative method for
examining interactions at the molecular level, which
we present in this study.
We employ a mechanical pressure probing tech-

nique to demonstrate PL spectral tuning through
pressure-enhanced SSSE in optically excited molecular
thin film samples. Previous studies utilized pressure
techniques to observe changes in the exciplex charge-
transfer state between donor and acceptormolecules19,20

and even deformation of polymer and large dye
molecules.21,22 In our work, mechanical pressure af-
fects the density of molecules in the film, which in turn
modifies the local dielectric effects and manifests in
enhanced SSSE (see Figure 1).

RESULTS

Externally applied mechanical pressure can cause
film deformation, decreasing the intermolecular dis-
tance, leading to increasing solvent polarity (Figure 1).
This effectively modifies the local dielectric matrix

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of DCM2 dopant molecules and PS polymer dielectric matrix and Alq3 molecular matrix. (b)
Schematic of SSSE on energy levels, illustrating bathochromic (red) shift in the PL peak for typical dye molecules due to
increasing dielectric matrix polarity; increase in the matrix polarity causes a larger reaction field in response to the optical-
excitation of dopant molecules and subsequent emission, creating a larger perturbation on the energy levels to red shift the
transition energy. (c) Experimental setup for in situ optical measurement of an organic thin film sample under mechanical
pressure. The motorized micrometer and spring in series apply a linearized displacement force on the film. The x�y stage
supports the pressure setup and moves relative to the excitation spot. The microscope objective both focuses an excitation
laser onto the film and captures subsequent exciton emission. (d) Illustration of change in PL energy, ΔEPL, under increased
mechanical pressure applied to the sample.
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environment using a controlled external parameter.
Since increasing the molecular density increases the
matrix polarity, we expect a bathochromic (red) shift
in the PL for DCM2 dopant molecules, similar to
previously reported results for films of increased dop-
ing concentration.10,11 In this work, measurements are
performed on low-doped (e1% by weight) organic
thin films of Alq3:DCM2 and PS:DCM2 (Figure 1) under
varying amounts of external pressure, and results
are compared with traditional doping concentration
experiments.
Parts a and b of Figure 2 show the measured PL

spectrum of the corresponding sample under select
pressures, with dashed lines indicating fitted peak
wavelengths. Under increasing pressure, a reversible
bathochromic shift in the peak PL wavelength is
observed: over Δλ = 10 nm for samples of PS:DCM2
and over Δλ = 15 nm for Alq3:DCM2 samples, as the
estimated applied pressure changes from 0 to 0.4 GPa.
Figure 2d compares fitted peaks and computed cen-
troids for the twomeasuredmaterial systems. For both
systems, the PL spectrum under pressure shows neg-
ligible changes in emission line width, and shifts in PL
centroids are well correlated with the shifts in peak PL
wavelength, confirming the homogeneity of the spec-
tral shift among the measured dye molecules. These
observed effects on PL emission are consistent with the
expected increase in the local dielectric constant due
to increase in density of dopant and host molecules.
To compare the measured data to the expected

change due to SSSE, we use a dielectric continuum
model with standard assumptions consistent with the

Onsager model,14 namely that the solute (dopant)
electronic densities are reduced to dipoles and the
solute molecules are enclosed in spherical cavities and
are only affected by neighboring molecules within a
certain constant radius a. In the Stark perturbation
consideration, a change in the transition energy as
measured by emission according to OLM solvation
theory is expressed as15�18

ΔEPL ¼ �ΔμB
a3

(Λ(E)μBe þΛ(n2)μBg)

where

Λ(x) ¼ 2(x � 1)
2xþ 1

(1)

The high frequency solvent electron reorientation term
Λ(n2) with index of refraction n is approximated to be
on the same time scale with solute absorption and
emission. Its contribution is assumed to be relatively
invariant as a function of solvent (matrix) polarizability
compared to the low-frequency solvent nuclear reorien-
tation termΛ(ɛ), with ɛ as the solvent dielectric constant.
We assume that the dipolemoments of the excited state
μBe, the ground state μBg, and the transition dipole
ΔμB = μBg � μBe are only dependent on the solute mole-
cule and are also constant with pressure. These assump-
tions result in a simple relationship between the change
in transition energy and the local dielectric constant

ΔEPL � �AΛ(E)þ C (2)

with parameter values A = 0.55 eV and C = 2.4 eV
taken from the literature, where they were shown to

Figure 2. Spectral shift in PL of the (a) film of 0.5% doped DCM2 in PS, (b) film of 1% doped DCM2 in Alq3, in response to the
externally applied pressure (with estimated pressure, indicated in the legend). The peak wavelength, as determined from
numerically fitting the PL, is indicated for each spectrum with a vertical dashed line. (c) Plot of PL spectra of PS:DCM2 and
Alq3:DCM2 films under no pressure and the corresponding peak (solid line) and centroid (dashed line) of each spectrum. The
peaks are computed from a Gaussian fit of each PL spectrum, with errors within 1 nm. The centroid is computed from a
weighted averaging of intensity counts at each wavelength for PL above the half-maximum point. (d) Spectral shift of the PL
peakwavelength and centroid as a function of applied pressure for 0.5%doping of DCM2 in PS (top) and 1%doping of DCM2
in Alq3 (bottom).
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correspond to DCM2 in both the liquid and solid
states.11 Assuming proportionality between dielectric
susceptibility χ and the density of surrounding matrix
molecules N, χ = ɛ � 1 � N, we have a direct relation-
ship between change in ɛ and the volumetric change
of the material. The volumetric change can be directly
related to uniaxial pressure, P, through Poisson's ratio ν
and Young's modulus Y of the host material:

ΔE
E � 1

¼ ΔN

N
¼

�����
ΔV

V0

����� ¼
����� 1þP

Y

� �1 � 2ν

� 1

����� (3)

To further simplify our fit, we can approximate the
relationship using the first termof the Taylor expansion
about zero pressure, resulting in a linear relationship
between external pressure and volumetric change
with proportionality constant R.

ΔE
E � 1

� 1 � 2ν
Y

P ¼ RP (4)

Substituting eq 4 into eq 2 we obtain a model describ-
ing the expected change of the PL energy under
uniaxial pressure, using R as a single fitting parameter.
In Figure 3, the PS:DCM2 experimental results are
compared to this simplified OLM theory, using
RPS = 0.8 ( 0.4 GPa�1, showing a good agreement. We
can also calculateRPS by using the literature values of the

PS Poisson ratio,23 ν = 0.35, and Young's modulus,24

Y = 1.3 GPa, to find an expected value of RPS = 0.23
GPa�1. Accounting for the error in the fit, the calcu-
lated and fit-to-experiment values of RPS are within a
factor of 2. Such discrepancy could be due to the
simplifying assumptions made in the above theory
development or due to the differences in ν and Y of
our doped PS films, as compared to the neat films
measured in the literature.
The same fit to theory can be performed for the

Alq3:DCM2 films, shown in Figure 3b, resulting in
RAlq3 = 1.1( 0.5 GPa�1. Literature estimates for the elastic
modulus of Alq3 vary widely, with a range of 1�100 GPa
obtained by different methods such as wrinkle-based
metrology measurements25 and nanoindentation.26

With more precise pressure tuning systems, our SSSE
measurement and fitting techniquemay provide another
method of estimating material properties. The simple
steady-state PL measurement under external pressure
demonstrates consistentmeasurement of solvation effect
by observing the same illuminated spot on a single
sample. This is in contrast to previous studies that neces-
sitatedmultiple sampleswith different doping concentra-
tions or material properties to obtain similar results.
To highlight the physical difference between den-

sity-dependent and doping-dependent SSSE, we use a

Figure 3. Fitting experimental results of peak PL energy shift of (a) PS:DCM2 and (b) Alq3:DCM2 films as a function of change
in themolecular packingdensity or equivalent change indielectric susceptibility. The reddashed lines indicatepredictedOLM
theory, and circles indicate the experimentally observedpeak PLwavelength shift converted to change in density usingfitting
parameter R.

Figure 4. Streak camera PL measurement of PS:DCM2 film doped at 0.5%. (a) Spectrally integrated time-resolved emission
plotted vertically on the right and time-integrated steady-state PL plotted horizontally on the bottom. (b) Time-resolved PL
emission of PS:DCM2 integrated over all wavelengths for select pressures; corresponding lifetimes are listed in legend. The
error in PL lifetime fits is (0.05 ns.
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streak camera to monitor the time-resolved exci-
ton diffusion dynamics through observed spectral
change over time. We measure samples of PS:DCM2
under different externally applied pressures, as
well as samples with varying doping concentrations.
The time-resolved data of a 0.5% doped thin film
under select pressures is shown in Figure 4a. The
corresponding fitted luminescence lifetimes are
within 0.2 ns for the measured range of pressures.
This is in contrast to previous time-resolved DCM
doping PL studies,27 where the lifetime significantly
decreasedwith increased DCM concentration, due to
the exciton quenching by aggregated dye mol-
ecules. This comparison highlights that the solvato-
chromic shift due to change in density in organic
matrix under pressure does not exhibit the pro-
nounced aggregation quenching effect on exciton
lifetime.
Additionally, for each temporal slice of the spectral

data in Figure 4a, the peak PL wavelength is computed.
Evolution of the peak PL within the exciton lifetime
(∼1 ns) after initial excitation of 0.5% doped PS:DCM2
sample under different pressures is plotted in Figure 5a.
The time-resolved spectral data shows a monotonic
red-shift in PL with time, consistent with the previously
observed exciton thermalization through the Förster-
transfer-assisted exciton spatial diffusion.28�30 This

thermalization allows the exciton to Förster transfer
from dopant to lower energy neighboring dopant
molecules, which is manifested in the observed spec-
tral red shift. Each set of spectral diffusion data is
linearly fitted within the exciton lifetime, and the
spectral shift rate corresponding to the slope of the
fit is plotted in Figure 5c.
Since the observed red shift is due to excition

thermalization dominated by Förster radiative energy
transfer (FRET) between DCM2 molecules, we expect
the rate of energy shift to increase due to increased
matrix density for films under external applied pres-
sure. We can model this effect in two limiting geo-
metric cases: (1) dipole to single dipole interaction and
(2) dipole to dipole continuum. Tomodel the change in
the spectral shift rate we assume a direct relationship
between the spectral shift rate and the FRET rate.31

Furthermore, we assume the Förster radius to be
constant under the pressures applied. The FRET rate
is given by the donor lifetime τ, the number of acceptor
sites NA, Förster radius RFRET, and the DCM2�DCM2
molecular spacing, r:

kFRET ¼ NA

τ

RFRET
6

r6
(4)

For the case of a single dipole�dipole interaction,
we consider only the effect of change in r between

Figure 5. Spectral red-shift of peak PL emission of (a) films of PS:DCM2 at 0.5% doping for a range of applied pressures,
showing increased exciton diffusion with increasing pressure; (b) films of PS:DCM2 at select dopings under zero pressure,
showing similar trend in increasing spectral shift rate with increased doping concentration. The corresponding spectral shift
rates are plotted in red forfilm (c) under select pressures and (d) select doping concentration. The solid lines correspond to the
numerically determined spectral shift rate scale factor k/k0, using both FRETmodels: dipole-to-single dipole interactions and
dipole-to-dipole continuum interactions. The pressure effect in (c) is calculated based on solvation effect fitting parameter
R = 0.8 GPa. For various doping concentrations in (d), the large discrepancy between the dipole-to-dipole continuummodel
and experimental values at higher doping concentration highlights the necessity to consider additional variables in exciton
energetics beyond density of dopant molecules.
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nearest neighbor DCM2 molecules (NA = 1). The
ensemble-averaged change in r is derived from the
volumetric change due to uniaxial pressure, which in
turn is obtained from the steady-state PL measure-
ment. We use the fitting parameters from PS:DCM2
films to estimate the change in spectral shift rate, k, as a
function of applied pressure, P:

k

k0
� r0

6

r6
¼ 1

1 �ΔV

V

� �2 ¼ 1

(1 � RP)2
(5)

For the case of dipole-to-dipole continuum interac-
tion, the transfer rate is the integration, over all space,
of each spherical shell of acceptor sites at radius r. Thus,
the change in transfer rate under pressure does not
follow the r�6 relationship but depends instead on the
change in overall acceptor dipole density:

k

k0
� NA

NA, 0
¼ r0

3

r3
¼ 1

1 � RP
(6)

In Figure 5c, using the steady-state fitted value of
R = 0.8 GPa, the twomodels are fitted to streak camera
data within measurement errors, showing change in
the spectral red-shift rate as a function of estimated
pressure. The experimental data show an increase in
the spectral shift rate with increasing pressure, which
falls within the expected values based on FRET-
mediated exciton transfer as represented by the
two limiting cases. Therefore, the pressure-probing
technique increases molecular dipole interactions,
leading to enhanced exciton diffusion in organic thin
films.
In contrast to the varying the acceptor density using

pressure, we also vary the doping density of DCM2 in
PS. Figure 5b shows the streak camera measurements
of time-dependent peak PL for this series of PS:DCM2
samples, each with a different DCM2 doping concen-
tration. A previous study found that the FRET rate at
low doping concentrations follows more closely to
a r�3 dependence rather than conventional dipole�
dipole FRET r�6 dependence.32 Thus, we use the
density-dependent dipole-to-dipole continuummodel
described by eq 6; we assume that the spectral shift
rate variation is only due to increased DCM2 acceptor
molecules sites for higher concentration samples (see

Figure 5d). Compared to the density-based prediction,
the spectral shift rate still deviates significantly for
higher doping concentrations. Clearly, more complex
modeling is necessary to accurately describemeasured
rateswhen varying dopant concentration.30,31 For such
traditional doping techniques, molecular interactions
can no longer be simply explained through increase of
the number of neighboring dye molecules in the
nonpolar solvent environment. Other factors such as
dopant aggregation, increasing number of low energy
transfer sites within Förster radius, and change in
dopant dipole moments become significant variables.
Thus, the presented pressure technique on thin films
can be applied more generally to observation of
spectral thermalization and excition diffusion with
fewer complicating factors.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that the solid-state solvation effect
observed inmolecular thin films under pressure can be
consistently predicted using a simplified model based
on the change in the intermolecular distance with
applied pressure. This technique allows for fine control
of the exciton energy and could be implemented to
study the effect of change of mechanical or electro-
static pressure on the excitons in optoelectronic mo-
lecular/polymeric devices. On the basis of solvation
modeling and fit, the Förster-mediated spectral red-
shift is consistent with the observed temporal and
spectral-resolved PL measurements under pressure.
Thus, the increase in spectral shift rate under pressure
indicates enhanced exciton diffusion in organic thin
films. Furthermore, comparison between pressure-in-
duced change and doping concentration-induced
change in this spectral shift rate show an advantage
in using pressure to reduce the effects of additional
variables such as aggregation. Such pressure probing
technique could enable fundamental studies of elec-
tronic and excitonic energy disorder in molecular
solids. Pressure systems to directly measure probe
displacement could improve upon the technique for
tuning exciton energy shifts and may provide addi-
tional benefits as an opto-mechanical method to esti-
mate the material properties of molecular/polymeric
host matrix films.

METHODS
Material Deposition. Two sets of material systems were pre-

pared for this study: films of 200 nm thick Alq3:DCM2 at 1%
DCM2 doping were deposited on quartz substrates at a rate of
3.0 Å/s by using thermal coevaporation at a chamber pressure
below 10�6 Torr. Films of 200 nm thick PS:DCM2 with 0.5%
DCM2 doping were spin-cast from a 30 mg/mL chloroform
solution at 2000 rpm.

Mechanical Setup. The mechanical pressure setup, shown in
Figure 1c, includes force and sample position scanning cap-
abilities as well as optical accessibility for PL measurement.

A mechanical spring of spring constant 4.5 N/mm is inserted
between the probe and the motorized micrometer for a linear
force�displacement relationship, and pressure is estimated
from force and contact area. Force is applied through a steel
probe on an organic film sandwiched between a thick quartz
substrate and a flexible cover glass, which is calibrated by
using a load cell. The 200 μm contact diameter is estimated
by imaging Newton interference rings between top cover glass
and bottom quartz substrate. The measured diameter has a
systematic error up to 20%, which contributes to uncertainty in
the reported applied pressure.
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Optical Characterization. Samples were excited using a 200 ps
pulsed laser of λ = 475 nm focused to a spot diameter of 10 μm
using a 5� Nikon objective. The steady-state PL was collected
by the same objective and reimaged into a spectrograph
(Princeton Instruments Acton SP2300) with a Si charge-coupled
detector array (Princeton Instruments Pixis) to obtain emission
spectra or steak camera (Hamamatsu) for time-resolved spectral
data.

For each PL spectrum, the peak wavelength was found by
using a peak Gaussian fit and the centroid was computed as a
weighted average for all photon counts above half-maximum
intensity point.
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